Perceptual specificity in visual object priming: functional magnetic resonance imaging evidence for a laterality difference in fusiform cortex
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Abstract

Seeing an object on one occasion may facilitate or prime processing of the same object if it is later again encountered. Such priming may also be found — but at a reduced level — for different but perceptually similar objects that are alternative exemplars or 'tokens' of the initially presented object. We explored the neural correlates of this perceptual specificity using event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) procedures, contrasting neural activity when participants made object classification decisions (size judgments) regarding previously presented objects (repeated same), alternative exemplars of previously presented objects (repeated different), or entirely new objects (novel). Many frontal regions (including bilateral frontal operculum, bilateral posterior inferior frontal/precentral, left anterior inferior frontal, and superior frontal cortices) and multiple late visual and posterior regions (including middle occipital, fusiform, fusiform-parahippocampal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate, all bilaterally), demonstrated reduced neural activity for repeated compared to novel objects. Greater repetition-induced reductions were observed for same than for different exemplars in several of these regions (bilateral posterior inferior frontal, right precuneus, bilateral middle occipital, bilateral fusiform, bilateral parahippocampal and bilateral superior parietal). Additionally, right fusiform (occipitotemporal) cortex showed significantly less priming for different versus same exemplars than did left fusiform. These findings converge with behavioral evidence from divided visual field studies and with neuropsychological evidence underscoring the key role of right occipitotemporal cortex in processing specific visual form information; possible differences in the representational-functional role of left fusiform are discussed. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Human processing of visual forms is characterized by two broadly complementary abilities. On the one hand, we can readily notice what is the same across differing perceptual inputs. Thus, ‘a cup, is a cup, is a cup’ regardless of whether the object before us is a coffee mug, a tea cup, or a measuring cup. On the other hand, we can also notice (sometimes with surprising acuity) what it is that distinguishes one particular object from others that are, in many respects, very similar. We can differentiate our own cup from someone else’s, our own car from among many others, and (if possessed of the appropriate training and interest) a particular type of bird, fish, or plant from among numerous other birds, fish, or plants. The existence of these two, broadly different, forms of perceptual and cognitive processing raises several questions: What cognitive and neural processes support our ability to extract and use comparatively abstract versus highly specific information about visual forms [29,52,49]? Are different regions of the brain responsible for processing specific visual form information as opposed to more abstract types of information [23,32,37]?
One approach to these questions — particularly with regard to understanding how differing individual exemplars of an object, such as two different umbrellas, may be processed — is to examine priming effects with an indirect or implicit measure of memory for previously encountered objects [19,54]. In a priming experiment, individuals perform a perceptual or semantic task that does not require explicit recollection of their initial experience with an object. Speed or accuracy of responding to repeated objects, compared to new objects, is used to draw inferences about the cognitive processes engaged during the initial experience, and the nature of the information retained in memory. Results from priming experiments suggest that specific visual information is sometimes preserved. Studies of visual object priming, using such tasks as naming and perceptual identification, have found less repetition priming when a test object is a different exemplar or token of a previously presented object (e.g. a different umbrella from that originally presented) than when a test object is the same exemplar [2–4,12,68]. Other forms of perceptual changes in words and objects have also been observed to reduce priming [e.g. [24,59]; for review see [50]].

Several studies have further suggested that sensitivity to alterations in the precise perceptual form of a stimulus may be influenced by the laterality of stimulus presentation. Using a ‘divided visual field’ paradigm in which stimuli were initially presented centrally but then, at test, were briefly presented either to the left or right visual field, Marsolek and colleagues [36,37,39] reported greater decrements in priming when perceptually altered stimuli were presented directly to the right than to the left cerebral hemisphere. This outcome, found for words, pseudo-words, word-like forms, and line drawings of common objects [35], implies that the right cerebral hemisphere may retain more specific visual form information than the left, which may store relatively more abstract forms or lexical-semantic representations. Neuropsychological evidence from patients with damage to occipitotemporal cortex leading to an impaired ability to recognize faces (prosopagnosia) is also consistent with the notion that areas of right occipitotemporal cortex may be particularly sensitive to alterations in exemplar form. In a number of cases, damage to these regions also impaired within-category or item-specific visual object recognition, with such item-specific impairments particularly (although not exclusively) found for lesions in the right hemisphere [7,17,18,23,69]. The work of Gabrieli and colleagues [21,62], demonstrating impaired visual form specific priming for words in a patient with right occipital resection (performed as treatment for intractable epilepsy, and including Brodmann areas 17 and 18 and a part of area 19) also points to the possible role of the right hemisphere in contributing to visual form specific priming. In particular, Vaidya et al. [62] found that patient M.S. showed no ‘font-specific’ priming in a word-stem completion task (although showing normal levels of priming for words shown in a different font at study versus test, unlike the controls, M.S. showed no benefit from the reinstatement of the same font relative to a different font).

Recently, several studies have examined the neural correlates of repetition priming in cognitively intact humans using positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). These studies have shown that the behavioral priming that results from repeated exposure to a stimulus also is associated with indications of enhanced ‘neural efficiency’: some of the brain regions initially involved in the processing of a stimulus show reduced activity during repeated processing of the stimulus. Reductions in neural activity for repeated compared to novel stimuli have been observed in several regions of left frontal cortex that are believed to be involved in accessing or evaluating semantic or phonological representations (Brodmann areas 47, 45, 44) [10,16,20,44]. Similar reductions have been observed in several posterior cortical regions involved in perceptual or form recognition, including occipitotemporal and occipital cortices [8,9,40,55,58]; for review see [54,70]].

The aim of the present study was to examine the neuroanatomical correlates of priming in a visual object classification task under conditions where the object either remained the same across repetitions (e.g. ‘umbrella A’ on all presentations) or was a different exemplar (‘umbrella A’ on the initial presentations, but ‘umbrella B’ on the critical test trial). Although previous neuroimaging studies of priming have used various types of stimuli, including words [e.g. [16]] and objects [9,40,64], in almost all prior studies the repeated stimulus was the same as, or a part of, the initially exposed stimulus. Thus, these studies do not address the important question of whether reductions in behavioral priming for different exemplars are accompanied by similar modulations in neural correlates of priming, nor do they address whether left and right occipitotemporal regions are differentially sensitive to such changes in the match between the visual form information processed during initial and repeated presentations.

Using whole-brain event-related fMRI procedures that allow examination of regional brain activity associated with randomly and rapidly intermixed trial types [14], we compared neural measures of priming for same...
and different object exemplars. In addition, we focused on how alterations in the perceptual form of repeated objects might modulate priming-related reductions in neural activity in right compared to left occipitotemporal regions. We selected as a particular region of interest an area of fusiform cortex (BA 37/19) that demonstrated robust repetition-related decreases in activity in an earlier object priming study where only identical objects were repeated [9], and that also showed increased activation under conditions where participants made subordinate category judgments regarding an object (is this a sparrow?) relative to superordinate judgments (is this a bird?) [22,23]. The latter effect may possibly reflect the additional perceptual processing required to arrive at a more specific (within-category) decision. If right fusiform cortex processes comparatively more specific visual form information about previously encountered objects, then this region might show less pronounced reductions in neural activity for different exemplars than does left fusiform cortex.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Eighteen individuals (eight female) took part in the experiment. All were right-handed, native speakers of English (ages 18–32), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and received $50 for their participation.

2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli were 216 picture pairs (colored line drawings), representing simple objects, obtained from CD-ROM clip-art collections (e.g. Corel Mega Gallery, Corel Corporation, 1997). The items in each pair represented two exemplars or ‘tokens’ of a given object (e.g. two umbrellas) and were selected to be as different from one another as possible in shape, color, surface pattern, and material. Orientation also varied (no objects were shown in unusual views), but exemplars were chosen primarily on the basis of features of the object itself. Although, in a few instances, some of the participants may have treated the objects within a pair as differing across levels of categorization (e.g. snake and constrictor), rather than as two different exemplars at the same categorization level (both snakes), the objects in a pair were selected as likely to be designated with the same name by the majority of participants — while still attempting to maximize perceptual differences within each pair. Consistent with this, a normative behavioral study conducted with 12 participants (eight female, ages 18–24) from the same population as those who took part in the imaging study demonstrated that, on average, within each participant, approx. 91% of the objects within the object pairs were given either exactly the same name (mean = 81%, range = 76–86%), or a minor variant of the name (mean = 10%, range = 6–12%; e.g. flower vs. flowers; TV set vs. television set; pail vs. bucket; wheel vs. tire; errors, involving naming the object something that was entirely unrelated, or not naming the object within five seconds, occurred on 1% of the trials). Across participants, the objects were systematically counterbalanced across conditions (novel, repeated same, repeated different).

2.3. Behavioral procedure

The experimental session consisted of four alternating ‘study—test’ cycles, preceded by a brief study—test practice demonstration. The purpose of the study—test practice demonstration was twofold: first, to ensure that participants understood and could successfully complete the task, and second, to pre-familiarize them with the likely occurrence of, and the nature of, the repeated items that would be presented during the experiment, including repeated same, repeated different, and novel exemplars, thereby minimizing within-session changes in how participants might perform the task.

A (non-scanned) study phase occurred immediately prior to each (scanned) test run. In each study phase, a new subset of 36 objects was presented four times, in a continuous randomly intermixed sequence, using a new random order each time. (The objects were presented repeatedly rather than only once because prior research [e.g. [9]] demonstrated increased behavioral priming for repeated same items that were presented multiple times and we wanted to maximize the likelihood of detecting any neural differences in priming for the repeated same and repeated different items.)

2 For counterbalancing purposes, the set of 216 object pairs was divided into four sets equated for content type (e.g. animals, furniture, etc.); these sets were further divided into three subsets. The sets were used to counterbalance stimuli across the four runs of the experiment and subsets were used to counterbalance conditions within runs (novel, repeated same, repeated different). Additionally, within each object pair, the objects were pseudo-randomly assigned to either an odd or an even stimulus number. For the different exemplar condition, the items shown at study were always the exemplars with odd numbers; at test, and for all conditions, only even-numbered exemplars were tested. In this way, all participants were tested with the identical set of 216 objects but the prior ‘exposure history’ for the objects was systematically counterbalanced (i.e. earlier preceded by the odd-numbered pair-member for different items, by the even-numbered pair-member for the same items, and by no prior exposure for novel items). Because the stimuli presented during scanning were held constant for all participants — only exposure history varied — any differences between the three key object presentation conditions (repeated same, repeated different, and new) cannot be attributed to irrelevant or uncontrolled perceptual differences in the stimuli within a pair.
Stimuli were presented once every two seconds (0.5 s stimulus duration; fixation cross-hair displayed between stimuli). Participants decided if the referent of each object was or was not larger than a 13 in. square box. To provide a concrete frame of reference for this judgment, participants were shown an actual 13 in. square box during the task instructions. They were instructed to respond quickly and accurately and to maintain fixation throughout the task.

In the test phase, participants performed the same object classification task, but now during scanning. Items were presented in randomly intermixed (non-blocked) order, with test runs comprised of four trial types: novel (objects not previously presented), repeated same (identical to objects repeatedly presented during the immediately preceding study phase), repeated different (‘alternative’ exemplars of objects repeatedly presented during the immediately preceding study phase), and fixation (a centrally displayed visual cross-hair). All objects were presented once only. Fig. 1 presents a schematic diagram of the procedure.\(^3\)

\(^3\) For each test, pseudo-random orderings of the four trial types were created for individual participants, ensuring that each trial type occurred equally often and that each trial type was approximately equally likely to be preceded, on the two immediately prior trials, by all combinations of the other trial types ([11]; see [9] for additional details). Each of these initial trial orders was used to systematically counterbalance the ordering of the trial types for a given participant such that, across the four runs, any one trial position (e.g. the first item of each run) represented each of the four conditions (novel, repeated same, repeated different, and fixation). In this manner, the average ‘trial history’ of each trial type was equated, thus allowing for cancellation of the overlap (‘cross-talk’) of the hemodynamic response across trials (see [14]). Each of the first 12 participants received a unique counterbalancing; thereafter, a subset of six of these 12 sets of lists was used for the remaining participants.
2.4. fMRI imaging procedure

Imaging was performed with a 3.0 T General Electric MRI scanner equipped with an echo planar imaging upgrade (Advanced NMR Systems). Visual images were back-projected to participants from an Apple PowerMacintosh computer; participants viewed the images through a mirror on the head coil. To minimize artifacts arising from head motion, foam cushioning was placed snugly around the side and back of the participant’s head. Participants indicated their responses to the object classification task with their left (non-dominant) hand using a magnet-compatible key press.

Conventional structural images that provided detailed anatomic information were first acquired (high resolution rf-spoiled GRASS sequence, 60 slice sagittal, 2.8 mm thickness), followed by functional images sensitive to blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast (echo planar $T^2$-weighted gradient echo sequence, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip = 90°). Each functional run consisted of 88 sequential whole-brain acquisitions (16 axial slices aligned to the plane intersecting the anterior and posterior commissures, 3.125 mm in-plane resolution, 7 mm thickness, skip 1 mm between slices).4

The procedures for selective averaging and statistical map generation are detailed elsewhere [9,14]. Briefly, data from individual fMRI runs were first normalized to correct for global between-run signal intensity changes and temporal drift. The normalized data were then selectively averaged in relation to the beginning of each trial type. There were five trial types: novel, repeated same, repeated different, fixation, and ‘other’ (trials where no response was given, or the response occurred in < 300 ms).5 After all trials were selectively averaged for each subject, the mean and variance images were transformed into stereotaxic atlas space (interpolated to 3.125 mm isotropic voxels) allowing for across subject averaging [60,61]. Thereafter, statistical activation maps were constructed based on the differences between trial types using a $t$-statistic [14].

Clusters of five or more voxels (152.6 mm$^3$) exceeding a statistical threshold of $p < 0.001$ were considered significant foci of activation. These criteria have been found to result in the identification of few false positives in control data sets [9,66]. An automated algorithm was used to identify significant peaks of activation; when significant peaks occurred within 10 mm of one another, the most significant peak was retained. For a subset of the peak activations that were obtained in an unbiased comparison of novel trials vs. all repeated trials, additional region-of-interest (ROI) analyses were conducted. For these ROIs, analyses of variance (ANOVs) — treating subjects as a random factor — were performed for each ROI separately, treating object type (novel, repeated same, repeated different) and time-point (time-point 1 through time-point 8, corresponding to the eight images acquired during the 0–16 s peri-stimulus window) as repeated measures factors; the dependent variable was the percent MRI signal change from the average signal across all trials, less fixation. Where these initial analyses showed a significant object type \times time-point interaction, further analyses were conducted on the peak (highest amplitude) response, defined using the mean of all three object types. These included, first, one-way ANOVAs treating object type as a repeated measures factor, and second (where these one-way analyses showed significant differences), focused pairwise comparisons, contrasting each of the conditions against each other. Finally, a ROI analysis was performed to test for possible laterality differences in repetition priming in right and left occipitotemporal (fusiform) cortex for repeated same vs. repeated different exemplars.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

Participants showed a high level of accuracy on the object classification task both during the initial non-
scanned study phase (86.2%) and during the fMRI test phase (novel = 83.3%, repeated same = 87.6%, repeated different = 88.2%). Classification judgments for novel items were significantly less accurate than for repeated same, \( F(1,17) = 10.44, \text{MSE} = 0.002, P = 0.005 \), or repeated different, \( F(1,17) = 10.39, \text{MSE} = 0.002, P = 0.005 \), exemplars.

Classification response times during the initial study phase decreased across the four repeated presentations of an object (Fig. 2), showing substantial response facilitation or priming, \( F(3,51) = 83.72, \text{MSE} = 959.14, P < 0.0001 \). This priming effect carried over into the scanned test phase, with both repeated same (mean RT = 701 ms) and repeated different (769 ms) items classified more quickly than novel items (835 ms), \( F(1,17) = 98.52, \text{MSE} = 1643.72, P < 0.0001 \) and \( F(1,17) = 48.33, \text{MSE} = 823.69, P < 0.0001 \), respectively. Critically, priming was also influenced by the degree of perceptual similarity of the repeated items: classification responses were reliably faster for repeated same than for repeated different exemplars, \( F(1,17) = 46.11, \text{MSE} = 892.90, P < 0.0001 \). Additionally, examination of the pattern of behavioral priming separately for each of the four study–test runs indicated that participants showed a similar pattern of priming performance across the entire scanning session, with each of the four runs yielding both significant priming and a significant specificity effect (for repeated different > repeated same, smallest \( F(1,17) = 22.66, \text{MSE} = 936.51, P < 0.0002 \)), and no overall effect of run on the magnitude of the specificity effect, \( F(3,51) < 1.9 \). These outcomes suggest that participants continued to perform the task in a similar manner throughout the scanning session.

### 3.2. Imaging results

#### 3.2.1. Novel > repeated comparisons

We first considered brain regions that showed greater activity for novel items than for All repeated items (combining across repeated same and repeated different). As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3, greater activation for novel than all repeated items was observed in multiple bilateral late visual and posterior regions, including middle occipital, fusiform, fusiform/
parahippocampal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate. Several frontal regions were also more active for novel than all repeated items, including bilateral frontal operculum, bilateral posterior inferior frontal/precentral, left anterior inferior frontal, and superior frontal cortices. Within the cerebellum, a right-lateralized region
also showed a significant effect of repetition. Several of these regions were also found to be more active for novel than for repeatedly presented items in separate comparisons of novel vs. repeated same and novel vs. repeated different.6

Direct comparison of the repeated different vs. repeated same conditions (see Table 2) showed greater activation (indicating less pronounced priming) for repeated different than repeated same items in several regions (see Fig. 3), including right precuneus and bilateral posterior inferior frontal, middle occipital, fusiform, parahippocampal (medial to L and M in Fig. 3) and superior parietal (not shown).

Examination of the time-courses of percent signal change for a subset of the regions that showed significant activation in the novel vs. all repeated comparison (particularly including frontal and occipitotemporal areas that were previously implicated in priming), showed that the level of activation typically reached peak amplitude four to six seconds following stimulus onset and returned to baseline by 14 s. Representative time-courses are shown in Fig. 4 for peak activations in left and right posterior inferior frontal (BA 44, 6, shown as A, B in Fig. 3) and left and right fusiform cortex (BA 37, 19, shown as L, M in Fig. 3).

Analyses of variance performed on the peak amplitude response revealed that 4 out of 18 selected regions of interest (ROIs) did not show significant reductions for repeated different compared to novel items; these regions (i.e. brain foci that showed either a high level of perceptual specificity, or little ‘abstract’ visual priming, with no significant benefit achieved through prior exposure to a different exemplar of the object) were right fusiform (M in Fig. 3), left and right precuneus (C and D in Fig. 3), and right posterior inferior frontal cortex (cf. A and B in Fig. 3)7.

A region-of-interest analysis focusing on possible laterality differences in repetition priming for same vs. different exemplars in occipitotemporal cortex (right and left fusiform, Talairach coordinates of 46, –58, –6 and –40, –52, –6, respectively) showed that there was a significantly greater effect of exemplar change in right than left fusiform cortex, \( F(1,17) = 7.78, \text{MSE} = 0.001, P = 0.01 \) for the region \( \times \) item type interaction. Although both regions showed less priming for repeated different than for repeated same exemplars, the modulation as a result of altered perceptual form was greater for right than left fusiform cortex (see Fig. 3, and time-course in Fig. 4).

3.2.2. Repeated > novel comparisons

In addition to exploring the specificity of the neuroanatomical correlates of repetition priming, the current design also allows exploration of a somewhat different question: Do any brain regions show systematically greater activation for previously encountered objects than for novel items? Although the object classification task that participants performed did not

---

6 A complete listing of peak coordinates is available from the first author.

7 This finding of no significant activation difference for novel objects compared with different object exemplars in right posterior inferior frontal cortex (BA 44) is broadly consistent with neuropsychological evidence and recent fMRI findings [see \([30,63,65]\)] demonstrating material specificity effects in left vs. right prefrontal regions, such that right prefrontal areas are particularly recruited for the processing of nonverbal materials and left prefrontal areas for verbal materials. Indeed, to the extent that right prefrontal regions may also have been more sensitive to alterations in the precise perceptual form of objects than left prefrontal regions, an interaction of object type (same/different) and hemisphere (right/left) might have been expected. This was, in fact, a second planned interaction that we tested (Talairach coordinates of \(-37, 3, 28 \) and \(40, 9, 31\) for left and right, respectively); however, this interaction was not significant, \( F < 1 \). (As with any null result, this finding should be interpreted cautiously.)
Table 2
Regions demonstrating greater activation for repeated different than repeated same objects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Talairach coordinates</th>
<th>Significance ( -\log(p) )</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R fusiform</td>
<td>43 -55 -3</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>37, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle occipital</td>
<td>37 -80 12</td>
<td>15.82</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precuneus</td>
<td>28 -65 31</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>31, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R parahippocampal</td>
<td>28 -37 -9</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>36, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R posterior inferior frontal</td>
<td>46 6 31</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L posterior inferior frontal/precentral</td>
<td>-37 6 31</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>44, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R superior parietal</td>
<td>28 -52 40</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L parahippocampal</td>
<td>28 -40 -9</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>36, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L fusiform</td>
<td>40 -49 -6</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>37, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle occipital</td>
<td>-31 -83 12</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R posterior inferior frontal</td>
<td>34 6 31</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>44, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle occipital</td>
<td>-28 -77 21</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L superior parietal</td>
<td>-25 -55 46</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Coordinates are listed from the Talairach and Tournoux atlas [60]; R, right; L, left; BA, approximate Brodmann area based on atlas coordinates.

**require** explicit recollection of the previously presented items (participants were simply asked to repeatedly judge the size of the referents of the pictured objects), processing of the repeated items might nonetheless yield greater activation than for novel items either because: (a) repeated items might prompt recall of the item’s earlier presentation, with such recall possibly occurring intentionally, but also possibly reflecting ‘incidental’ or ‘involuntary’ remembering in the absence of an explicit intention to retrieve or of any deliberate search [cf. [1,46,47,53,56]] or (b) some brain regions might show greater activation for ‘old’ than ‘new’ items, even though this ‘old/new’ effect is not correlated with remembering per se. In either case, activation in brain regions that have been found to be involved in memory retrieval (e.g., recognition or recall) or that show ‘old > new’ effects might be expected.

To explore this secondary question, we also performed analyses that examined whether activation was greater for all repeated objects than for novel objects. Several parietal, cingulate, and temporal activations were found in this comparison (see Table 3), and also in a separate comparison of repeated same > novel. However, in the latter comparison, several further foci were observed that were not apparent for all repeated > novel, including right and left frontal activations, particularly in middle frontal regions (BA 10, BA 9, BA 8, 8/6); bilateral superior temporal activations (BA 42, 42/22) were also seen. Direct comparison of the repeated same and repeated different items showed many similar activations; Table 4 lists activations in frontal regions that emerged in this comparison.

ROIs were examined, including bilateral parietal regions showing an all repeated > novel pattern, bilateral parietal, frontal, and left superior temporal regions showing a repeated same > novel pattern, and several frontal regions showing a repeated same > repeated different pattern. In the parietal regions, the time-courses demonstrated signal reductions such that the activation level for the object trials fell below the fixation baseline, with the repeated same items showing more modest reductions relative to the repeated different or novel items. By contrast, several of the frontal regions showed an actual ‘activation increase’ for the repeated same items. For the repeated same > novel comparison, these included bilateral middle frontal cortex (BA 10: 25, 53, 15 and −25, 56, 18; also BA 46/9: −21, 44, 31), and a more posterior region, near middle frontal gyrus (BA 6 and BA 8: 37, 6, 53 and 40, 16, 46). Left superior temporal cortex (−56, −15, 6) likewise showed an activation increase. For the repeated same > repeated different comparison, a left middle frontal region (BA 10: −25, 59, 15), and a region in cuneus/superior occipital cortex (BA 19: −3, −80, 34), showed activation increases.

Random effects analyses on the eight ROIs that showed an actual activation increase for the repeated same items relative to the novel or repeated different items revealed, in each instance, a significant effect of item type (smallest \( F(2, 34) = 4.48 \)), and significantly greater activation for repeated same than novel, and for repeated same than repeated different. By contrast, for six of these regions, repeated different and novel items showed no reliable difference in amplitude of activation (and one region showed significantly less activation for repeated different than for novel).

Although it is not possible to determine whether these greater activations for repeated items than for
novel items reflect intentional or incidental recollection, or old > new effects unrelated to memory per se, here it might briefly be noted — especially as an observation for future studies — that three regions, in particular, appear to nearly match activations that have been previously reported in recognition memory paradigms. One of these regions demonstrated a reduction (followed by an increase) relative to the fixation baseline: 1. Inferior parietal (BA 40, all repeated > novel: -40, -58, 40). Here observed bilaterally, activation in this region was reported particularly on the left in a comparison of hits vs. correct rejections by Konishi et al. [31] (-39, -55, 36; also 33, -53, 44), and in a comparison of correct ‘remember’ responses relative to correct ‘new’ responses by Henson et al. [28] (superior parietal: -33, -60, 45). Also, in a quantitative meta-analysis of five PET studies examining recognition memory, Habib and Lepage [25] reported a similar region (-36, -58, 32) as showing ‘familiarity activations’, that is, greater activation...
Table 3
Regions demonstrating greater activation for repeated than novel objects (combining across same and different objects)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Talairach coordinates</th>
<th>Significance $-\log(p)$</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior parietal</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior cingulate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L inferior parietal</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior parietal</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R superior temporal</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L superior parietal</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Coordinates are listed from the Talairach and Tournoux atlas [60]; R, right; L, left; BA, approximate Brodmann area based on atlas coordinates.

for familiar stimuli, including pictures, words, and auditory sentences, than for new items. In addition, two regions manifested actual activation increases for the repeated same items:

2. **Middle frontal gyrus** (BA 10, repeated same > repeated different: -25, 59, 15). Here observed bilaterally, activation in this region was found particularly on the left in the comparisons of the prior studies noted above (Konishi et al.: -35, 51, 8; Habib and Lepage: -40, 44, 20; Henson et al., superior frontal: -12, 63, 18).

3. **Medial cuneus/superior occipital** (BA 19: -3, -80, 34). Here found in the repeated same > repeated different comparison, this region is very close to one reported in the meta-analysis of Habib and Lepage (BA 19: 6, -76, 32) as demonstrating greater activation for familiar stimuli than for new items; it is also close to a region reported by Konishi et al. (-7, -73, 34) for hits vs. correct rejections, and Henson et al. (0, -66, 33) for correct ‘remember’ vs. ‘new’ responses.

4. Discussion

Consistent with several previous studies [e.g. [9,64]], we found priming-related reductions in neural activity when participants performed classification judgments for previously presented objects relative to novel objects. Reduced neural activity for repeated objects was observed in multiple frontal regions, including left anterior inferior frontal (BA 47, 45) and left posterior inferior frontal (BA 44, 6) cortex — possibly reflecting increased ease in accessing and/or working with semantic or phonological attributes of recently processed items [e.g. [10,16,20,44]] — as well as right posterior inferior frontal cortex (BA 44) — possibly reflecting decreased demands on visuo-spatial attentional processes required for the size judgment task [e.g. [30,63]] for repeated items.

Priming-related reductions in neural activity were also seen in multiple posterior and higher-order visual areas, including bilateral middle occipital (BA 19), parahippocampal (BA 36/35) and fusiform (BA 37/19) cortices. These reductions, largely paralleling those found in a previous fMRI study [9] using a similar experimental paradigm but including only repeated same object exemplars may — in part (see further discussion below) — reflect perceptual processing benefits achieved from repeated processing of the same stimulus. These priming-related reductions for novel vs. repeated objects, observed here using fMRI, may also be similar to reductions in intracranial event-related potentials, recently reported by Puce, Allison, and McCarthy [43] for repeatedly presented faces. Recording from electrodes placed directly on the cortical surface of the brain (to monitor intractable seizures), these researchers found substantial and progressive decreases in the early portion of an N700 potential and in a P350 potential at face-specific sites, showing increasing habituation across repeated presentations of initially novel faces (the faces were presented eight times in a blocked, nonintermixed fashion and results were similar for right and left hemisphere sites). At the neuronal level, these priming-related reductions may also parallel the phenomenon, observed using single-unit recordings in non-human primates and variously designated as ‘repetition suppression’, ‘stimulus-specific adaptation’, and ‘adaptive mnemonic filtering’, demonstrating reduced neuron activity for repeatedly exposed objects and faces compared with the initial or novel presentation of those stimuli [e.g. [33,41,48,51]].

Critically, in addition to these overall (novel vs. repeated) priming effects, we found that the magnitude of facilitation observed in bilateral middle occipital (BA 19), parahippocampal (BA 36/35) and fusiform (BA 37/19) cortices was modulated by alterations in the perceptual form of the object. Comparatively more modest reductions in neural activity were found for different exemplars of the earlier exposed objects than for the same exemplars. Furthermore, a region of occipitotemporal (fusiform) cortex showed laterality differences in sensitivity to alterations in the perceptual form...
of repeated objects. Specifically, visual form changes were associated with a larger ‘cost’ to the neural benefits achieved through prior experience in right (Talairach coordinates of 46, −58, −6) relative to left (−40, −52, −6) fusiform cortex. This latter finding is broadly consistent with behavioral findings from divided visual field studies that have shown greater decrements in repetition priming for perceptually altered stimuli presented directly to the right than to the left cerebral hemisphere, and with neuropsychological evidence from prosopagnosic patients, suggesting a possible differential involvement of right occipitotemporal cortices in allowing discrimination of categorically related objects. The absence of font-specific priming reported by Vaidya et al. [62] in patient M.S. following surgical resection of right occipital cortex is likewise broadly consistent with this finding. (Also see Davidoff and Warrington [15], for a patient with a predominantly right hemisphere temporoparieto-occipital lesion who showed extremely impaired object recognition for objects presented in nonconventional but not conventional views, and who was largely unable to detect alterations in color, shape, or parts of objects that he could, nevertheless, correctly name.)

The region of left fusiform gyrus (Talairach coordinates of −40, −52, −6) that showed less sensitivity to the perceptual change between different and same exemplars (as indexed by less of a reduction in priming) is close to a region that has shown greater activation during the encoding of visually presented words that were subsequently remembered relative to those that were subsequently forgotten (coordinates of −43, −55, −9) [66], suggesting that activation in this region is not specific to visual object forms. Moreover, we have also recently observed repetition-related reductions in left fusiform activity using a word generation task in which participants were asked to covertly generate words (e.g. participant encounters ‘COU_’ and generates ‘courage’) in response to visually (coordinates of −50, −58, −12) or auditorily presented (coordinates of −43, −52, −12) ‘word stems’ [10]; see also [1]).

One, apparently inconsistent, observation between the present findings and those obtained using the divided visual field paradigm concerns the exact stimulus presentation parameters under which specificity may be observed. Whereas in the present study we observed hemispheric differences in specific (or abstract) priming using a 500-ms exposure of the objects at study and at test, Marsolek [35], using line-drawings of common objects in a divided visual field procedure, failed to find such a specificity difference for a 500-ms exposure but did find a specificity difference using a longer exposure time (three seconds). There are numerous methodological differences between the behavioral divided visual field paradigm and the current study that might contribute to this differing pattern (e.g. the stimuli in the present experiment were detailed colored objects and repeated items were presented multiple times before the critical test trial, but participants performed the same orienting task (size judgments) for the objects on each presentation; in contrast, the stimuli in the divided visual field study were black and white line drawings, participants performed a different task during the initial exposure than during the test trial (one of three different orienting tasks vs. confrontation naming on the test trial), and objects at test were presented either to the right or left visual field for only 17 ms each.)

Table 4
Frontal regions demonstrating greater activation for repeated same than for repeated different exemplars*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Talairach coordinates</th>
<th>Significance −log (p)</th>
<th>BA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle frontal</td>
<td>−25</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L medial frontal</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial frontal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle frontal</td>
<td>−18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle frontal</td>
<td>−25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L middle frontal</td>
<td>−21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R superior frontal</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Coordinates are listed from the Talairach and Tournoux atlas [60]; R, right; L, left; BA, approximate Brodmann area based on atlas coordinates.

In view of these latter outcomes, it might be necessary to revise earlier interpretations of priming-related reductions in this region that attributed facilitation to enhanced visual perceptual processing [54,70]. Rather, because similar reductions in this region were observed for visual word stems and auditory word-stems where no visual form was presented, the reductions might reflect facilitation of non-visual processing involved in the word-generation task. Evidence congruent with this interpretation includes other reports of activation in this region during auditory presentation of words [67] and findings from presurgical explorations in epileptic patients [34] suggesting that this region — possibly close to, or overlapping with, a region that has been termed the ‘basal temporal language area’ — may assume an important role in linking meaning with words [67], or in
naming or tagging stimuli that are recognizable ([6]; also see [45]). Consistent with this possibility, recent PET evidence [42] indicates that patients with semantic dementia, who show especially pronounced difficulties in naming, demonstrate less activation in this region (coordinates of $-54, -52, -10$) than do normal controls during semantic comparison tasks involving both pictures and words.

On this interpretation, although the object classification task used in the present experiment did not require generating the names of the pictured objects, some lexical processing may have occurred. Activation of left inferior frontal gyrus, consistently found during tasks involving lexical/semantic elaboration, is congruent with this possibility. If the ‘mapping’ of lexical, conceptual, or phonological information to the objects was relatively similar for the two exemplars of an object pair, then greater transfer (facilitation) would be expected across object exemplars for this information (shown in relatively preserved ‘neural priming’ in left fusiform cortex for different exemplars) than for visual form information, which was deliberately varied across exemplars (shown in more marked reductions in neural priming in right fusiform). Evidence of some (albeit less marked) modulation in priming for different — compared to same — exemplars in left fusiform might have arisen if the exemplars emphasized somewhat different conceptual or semantic features of the objects, and thus affected the mapping between pictorial form and lexical/phonological information, or led to differences in how the objects within an exemplar pair were named. (Note that the normative behavioral data are also consistent with this account, with participants who were asked to directly name the objects providing ‘non-identical’ names for the two exemplars within a pair for a total of about 18% of the items — 10% comprising minor variants such as flower vs. flowers; bunny vs. bunny rabbit; gift vs. gift box; and 8% comprising different levels of classification, such as bird vs. parrot; cookies vs. oreos, but with variations of both types tending to emerge for different items for different individuals.)

Alternative accounts of the differential modulation of the right and left occipitotemporal regions, as a function of perceptual specificity, are also possible. The left fusiform might also be partially sensitive to perceptual form, but relatively less so than right fusiform, or it may operate at a more ‘abstract’ level of visual form. This latter proposal may be closer to that forwarded by Marsolek [35] to account for differential effects of perceptual specificity in divided visual-field studies. Marsolek [35] has specifically argued that the dissociable subsystem underlying abstract—category object recognition in left posterior regions is a visual subsystem — ‘one that processes only visual-structure information’ (p. 111) — rather than arising from the similar treatment of different exemplars in post-visual phonological or conceptual subsystems (though such post-visual subsystems may provide the feedback that then allows the visual subsystem to map abstract visual inputs to the same name or output representation). Marsolek ([35]; see also [38]) has suggested that greater sensitivity to alterations of perceptual form in the right hemisphere may reflect a relatively more holistically-based visual processing strategy (with features not represented independently in the subsystem) whereas left hemisphere processing may be relatively more feature-based (with the different features of inputs represented separately in the subsystem, thereby allowing classification on the basis of subsets of similar features).

On the one hand, the outcomes of the present experiment appear entirely consistent with Marsolek’s proposal. On the other hand, at least for the particular regions of fusiform cortex that here demonstrated differential modulation as a function of exemplar type, an account strictly focusing on visual object forms does not appear to adequately explain the priming-related reductions that we found in a very similar region of left fusiform during processing of words and also auditory word-stems, where no visual form information was presented, nor would it provide an account of the apparent similarity of these findings to outcomes regarding the ‘basal temporal language area’ (reviewed above). Nonetheless, it remains possible that differences in specific—exemplar vs. abstract—category processing for strictly visual—structure information are also present, but in a region other than the fusiform region that here showed an object—type × hemisphere interaction, or that the regions found in the word-stem completion and object priming studies are not identical. It is also possible that the fusiform region that we here observed to be differentially affected by repeated—same compared with repeated—different object exemplars subserves, or is part of, an abstract visual word form system rather than an abstract visual object form system. (Marsolek’s distinction of abstract—category vs. specific—exemplar based processing also allows for this possibility, proposing that the left cerebral hemisphere implements, at least in part, a subsystem that recognizes abstract categories of various kinds of visual forms, including word forms as well as other shapes.) An abstract visual word form system could then reasonably contribute to all of the tasks in which modulation of this region has been observed: (i) encoding of visually presented words (with greater activation of the abstract visual word form associated with later remembering rather than forgetting, [66]), (ii) encoding and generation of completions in the auditory word-stem completion task (recoding the word into an abstract word form or into a subword component to allow the covert generation of a completion, or possibly as a consequence of such generation, [10]), and (iii) in the current task — recoding of the pictures into names or into a conceptual/phonological form, either with conscious awareness or
without such awareness, but with such recoding not always identical across the exemplars of a pair.

To begin to resolve these issues, future experiments could examine the effects of perceptual similarity manipulations under conditions where the objects are non-representational abstract forms, without any pre-existing lexical or semantic associations, or where the visual forms are manipulated to repeat relatively more ‘abstract’ levels of visual form (e.g. a lollipop and a magnifying glass may share similar overall shape, cf. [27]) but where the lexical and semantic information associated with those similar abstract forms clearly differs. On an abstract visual object-form account, such similarly-shaped but differently-named items might result in priming-related reductions in neural activity across objects of similar shape (particularly in left fusiform cortex). By contrast, on the basis of an account emphasizing abstract lexical, phonological, or conceptual codes involved in naming or otherwise tagging stimuli, this condition should not yield evidence of priming because the names associated with the similar shapes are different. (An abstract visual word-form account would yield predictions similar to this second alternative.) Yet a further possibility might be to examine the consequences of providing or not providing the object’s name prior to the presentation of the objects: if the residual differences that we observed in left fusiform gyrus for same vs. different exemplars arose because — at least in some instances — different ‘lexical tags’ were evoked by the two exemplars, then ensuring that the same ‘tag’ is evoked (by providing it) should reduce, and possibly eliminate, the effect of exemplar type (same vs. different) in left fusiform; however, if the difference was primarily driven by visual object–form differences, then provision of the common (shared) name should have little effect and a difference in the magnitude of priming for same vs. different exemplars (same > different) in left fusiform gyrus should still be found.

Finally, some possible questions regarding the generalizability of the present findings — beyond the specific task conditions that were used in this study — should be noted. First, the encoding task that we used, involving comparative size judgments of objects, comprises a relatively higher order visual-semantic task and an attribute that is inferred, rather than directly present, in the objects [cf. [26]]. The extent to which a similar pattern of perceptual specificity might be obtained for other, possibly lower level or directly presented perceptual or sensory attributes, or for abstract attributes with no explicit perceptual component (e.g. monetary value), is not known.

Second, the precise nature of the perceptual changes for the same and different exemplars that might be sufficient to observe modulation of the ‘neural priming’ effect cannot, of course, be determined from this study where — in order to maximize our initial likelihood of finding both neural and behavioral differences for same and different exemplars — multiple aspects of the stimuli (as for the different exemplars of everyday objects) were varied, including shape, color, surface pattern, material, and (to a lesser extent) orientation. Behavioral studies of perceptual specificity effects in repetition priming suggest that some of these factors are likely to be more influential in determining behavioral differences than others. For example, using a picture naming task, Cave et al. [12] found no effects of manipulations of color or texture on naming latency (even though these changes could be detected at above-chance levels, they did not detrimentally affect naming response times). Nonetheless, several aspects made the different exemplars of the present study perceptually different, and thus may have contributed to the behavioral and neural patterns observed.

Third, there are questions concerning the possible mediating role of attention to the perceptual form changes and the relative saliency and task-relevance of those changes. Insofar as, in the present study, item exemplar pairs were selected such that they yielded the same ‘answer’ for both of the exemplars within a pair, and same/different exemplar status was not relevant to the size judgment task that participants were asked to perform, it is possible that the emergence of neural perceptual specificity effects does not depend on participants’ explicit attentional focus on the varying perceptual nature of the exemplars. However, it is also quite possible that the specific task conditions that we employed, such as the number of initial repetitions of the items, or the repeated study–test cycle format, acted to especially enhance ‘item-specific’ perceptual information for the presented items and/or to increase participants’ awareness of the altered perceptual form of the different exemplars — perhaps encouraging participants to adopt something akin to a ‘stimulus discrimination’ approach. The extent to which these factors may modulate the magnitude or the pattern of neural priming effects in relation to perceptual specificity is not known [compare, for example, [13,49,57]]. Efforts to examine these questions are likely to continue to yield insights into the ways that we benefit from prior encounters with objects, the brain regions that support such learning, and the nature of perceptual specificity effects in object processing. They might also illuminate the more difficult to define complementary pole of visual specificity, denoted by the term ‘abstract visual form’, whereby — despite considerable variations in perceptual appearances — we may still judge that ‘a cup, is a cup, is a cup’.
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